
ROUSSETTE DE SAVOIE CRU 
FRANGY, BRUNO LUPIN
The wine in three words: fresh, apple, oily
Winemaker: Bruno Lapin
Region: Haute-Savoie, Jura, France
Grapes: Rousette
Food Match: This month’s mackerel recipe

Rousette or Altesse is grown in the Haut-Savoie, 
tucked away in this Alpine corner of France close 
to both the Swiss and Italian borders. The grape 
is unique to this region and is prized among local 
vigneron for its ability to resist grey rot. 

We seldom see Savoie wines in the UK, and this 
is a shame as they are delicious. There’s lots of 
zesty citrus fruit, notes of pear and alpine flowers 
with refreshing minerality and a rich oily texture 
giving the wine a unique mouthfeel.

The vineyards are located in a unique Alpine 
position on south-facing slopes. The altitude 
ensures the wines retain freshness, and the 
southerly exposure ensures the grapes can 
achieve full ripeness. The Limestone soils provide 
elegance and minerality.

THIS MONTH RATHER THAN 
TRYING TO GIVE UP BOOZE, 
WE’RE GOING TO TRY NEW 
EXCITING WINES! MOVE OVER 
DRY-JANUARY, WE’RE DOING 
TRY-JANUARY. SO WE’VE PUT 
TOGETHER A THEME THIS 
MONTH OF ‘WONDERFUL 
GRAPE VARIETIES YOU’VE 
PROBABLY NEVER HEARD OF’.

Once you start looking, it’s 
incredible the diversity on offer 
in the vinous world. And this 
selection here really is just the 
tip of the iceberg! Throughout the 
world there are passionate farmers 
and winemakers, keen to preserve 
genetic diversity in the vineyards, 
and champion long-lost, rare 
grape varieties. It usually starts 
with a passion for place, a need to 
connect with their locality or revive 
lost traditions. 

Often these grapes only grow in 
very specific regions, having been 
there for centuries – hence the 
vines are adapted perfectly to their 
growing conditions. 

The quality and interest on offer 
from some of the rarer varieties is 
remarkable, and we hope you enjoy 
exploring them, too!

THIS
MONTH’S CASE 



The Litsan Blanco grape variety is related to 
Palomino from Spain. In Spain Palomino is 
thought of as a relatively poor-quality grape. 
In Jerez, where Palomino is responsible for 
the production of sherry, it is the process of 
making and ageing the wines that provide the 
flavour, not the grapes or the soils. However, in 
Tenerife, Listan Blanco is responsible for some 
fascinating white wines. The climate and soils 
here are completely unique. The vines are grown 
in Oratava valley, on the side of Pico del Tiede, 
an active volcano – the Atlantic provides cool 
winds to the warm region and gives the wines 
refreshing salinity.

The Islands vines are grown ‘trenzado’ where the 
vines are trained down the slopes in an almost 
braid-like fashion; these do not resemble highly 
manicured European vineyards! The unique 
vineyard soils here ensure that typical vineyard 
diseases cannot survive, meaning there are some 
ancient vineyards here that are truly unique.

The wine has a zesty nose with hints of smoke, 
lots of freshness, a steely mineral note and a long 
saline finish.

The wine in three 
words: zesty, smokey, 
mineral

Winemaker: Agustin 
Garcia Farrais

Region: La Oratava, 
Tenerife

Grapes: Listan Blanco

Food Match: grilled 
white fish

LISTAN BIANCO, 
BODEGA TAJINASTE



Lagrein is native to the vineyards of Alto-Adige 
in the north Italian alps. The vineyards here are 
impossibly beautiful, perched on southerly facing 
mountains and nestled in between chocolate-box 
villages. 

Lagrein has deep colour pigments to the grape 
and can make deep, tannic wines. Although in 
recent years, growers have been drawn to its 
peppery aromatics and elegant side, and a new 
style is emerging that sees wines with brighter 
fruit and softer tannic structure.

There’s lots of depth of cherry fruit concentration 
with a range of peppery aromatics and floral 
notes, and it has a lovely balance between 
freshness and depth of flavour.

Soils here are mainly limestone, giving elegance 
and minerality, and the southerly exposition of 
the vineyards ensures the grapes achieve good 
ripeness. The wines are aged in huge old oak 
casks - these do not impart any flavour to the 
wines, rather it allows a gentle interplay between 
oxygen and the wine, ensuring soft, gentle tannin. 

The wine in three 
words: aromatic, 
floral, cherry

Winemaker: Florian 
and Georg Ramoser

Region: Alto Adige, 
Italian Alps

Grapes: Lagrein

Food Match: A lovey 
choice for this 
month butter beans 
recipe

SÜDTIROLER 
LAGREIN, WEINGUT 
UNTERMOSERHOF



Alberto Graci farms his vines on the northern 
slope of Etna, where some of the most exciting 
wines of Italy are currently being produced. The 
Deep red/black volcanic soils here give a unique 
quality to the wine as well as enabling farmers to 
farm entirely organically. Even some treatments 
that organic farmers use in more northern 
climates are not needed here, given the unique 
environment, which ensures there is a healthy 
and impressive selection of old vineyards.

Nerello Mascalese is very pale in colour but 
certainly not lacking for flavour and is the top-
quality grape variety on Etna. Alberto’s Vines are 
between 600-1000m in elevation, ensuring the 
wines have plenty of freshness, and the volcanic 
soil imparts a distinctive note to the wine. 

 The wine has lots of strawberry fruit, smoke, 
and a touch of blood orange. The palate is juicy 
and fresh, with a mineral quality and seamless 
tannins.

Etna wines can be quite intensely smokey, open 
this up a little before drinking, or even better, 
give it a decant for an hour to soften the wine and 
bring the fruit notes to the fore. 

The wine in three 
words: Smoky, 
strawberry, mineral

Winemaker: Alberto 
Graci

Region: Castiglione 
di Sicilia, Northern 
slope of Mount Etna

Grapes: Nerello 
Mascalese

Food Match: 
Charcuterie

ETNA ROSSO, 
GRACI


